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Privacy Policy
Integrated Technologies & NavTrackPro, (IntechUSA) respects your privacy - all information that we
gather is used exclusively for giving a service to registered users. Especially: IntechUSA does not
market or otherwise reveal your information to third parties; Your information gathered within
NavTrackPro.com is not used to target ads. NavTrackPro does not interrogate your location data
without your authorization.
Regarding information that we collect
We collect the minimum of information, which is required only for GPS tracking. Such as: Username
and password are used to authorize and identify our users. Our user passwords are irreversibly mixed
or encrypted before being stored in GPS database. We do not gather simple text passwords. E-mail
address is only used for informing NavTrackPro users of changes in service, logging in and for
resetting passwords. GPS location data which is sent by your GPS device(s) or your mobile device(s) is
used when you use NavTrackPro tracking & monitoring software.
We pass on the following data: your GPS coordinates, speed, altitude, heading, current time, various
sensor parameters. We do not pass on your phone contact lists or data stored on your mobile device
or on the platform web site.
Regarding security
Your data which you provide to NavTrackPro is stored on secure servers. Our company has taken
further actions to prevent unauthorized access to your data, including running firewall software, SSL
security certificates and keeping our servers up-to-date with security patches. However, we cannot
guarantee non-disclosure of personal information due to factors beyond our control. If you believe
that your account has been hacked, please contact us as soon as possible.
Regarding cookies
NavTrackPro.com, uses cookies exclusively for session regulation (to identify user during login
process) and for storing preferences. A "cookie" is a small text file that may be used to collect
information about web site activity. Some cookies and other technologies may recall personal
information previously provided by a web user. Majority of our cookies expire as soon as you log out
or close the browser window.
Updates to this policy
We reserve the right to update this policy from time to time. If we deem the change to be material,
we will post a notice on our homepage and/or send an e-mail to our users.

